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W
hen Dave Ward first acquired his
1981 SC around five years ago,
dressed as it was at the time as
something of an RS tribute, he
must’ve been standing rather tall.

The £28,000 purchase may not have been
presented in utterly mint condition, but the 911
looked the part and drove well to boot. On the
face of it there was little about which to be
concerned, however Dave was well aware it was
hiding some secrets. Having visited a few
professionals for a diagnosis of just what he had
on his hands, Dave turned to Porsche specialist
Ninemeister in Warrington for a full analysis. Its
MD, Colin Belton recalls their first encounter:
“Our relationship with Dave started on a bit of a
sour note,” Colin said. “He’d proudly bought
himself a 911 SC converted to an RS. It was silver
and a decent looking, but from ten feet away I
could see there were a few problems. I told Dave
we could fix it… for about £15k per side. 

“The quarter was in the wrong place for
starters, so that would have to come off, the sills
were rotten and there was probably rust on the
inner wings so that would have to be dealt with
too. Basically both sides of the car would have to
be reconstructed to get the doors fitting the
quarters properly. I think I upset him.” 

Keen to substantiate the opinion, the
Ninemeister team set to work photographing the
car in detail and gathering evidence of its
problems. Rust was bleeding through its seams,
the doors and quarter panels just did not fit
correctly, the B-pillar was in the wrong place and

the line of the sills were simply not correct. On
the plus side the car was wearing relatively new
early front wings, its long bonnet was in
reasonable condition, the rear bumper was
shipshape, and it was shod with period Fuchs
wheels in the accepted dimensions. Ultimately
Colin’s preliminary analysis held up under
scrutiny, but the bottom line was that Dave
simply couldn’t afford the repairs. His choices
were limited to two options: either drive the car
as it was and sell it on further down the line, or
be ‘in for a penny, in for a pound’ by
commissioning its total reconstruction.  

Dave returned to Ninemeister six months later:
“Ninemeister was recommended to me by a
friend,” he recalled. “I was impressed by its setup
and the relative speed with which it offered to
complete the work. In actual fact it took longer
than anticipated attributable to an increase in the
scope of the job.” 

Colin recalled what the full strip down that he
was now authorised to complete brought to light:
“Stripping the car revealed vast holes in the inner
wings, a seat belt mounting point poorly welded
back in place, sheets of fibreglass everywhere and
layers of metal inadequately stitched together.
The outer sills were rotten, the inners sills were
rotten, the kidney bowls had gone – it needed a
full restoration.” 

At this stage, with the car still in pieces and
residing in Colin’s care, Dave returned to the
individual who had sold him the car in the first
instance clutching a detailed breakdown of
Ninemeister’s investigation. Credit where it’s due
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Based on 1981 911 SC, Dave Ward’s 9m11RS, built by Porsche
specialist Ninemeister, takes inspiration from the factory
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the seller offered him a £10,000 refund. Helpful,
but Dave was not out of the woods just yet. 

“The refund meant that we now had an SC
with lots of nice early bits and pieces that owed
Dave £18,000,” Colin explained. “The £10,000
would pay for every single body panel that we
needed. So we started with a pile of parts and a
car which owed Dave £30,000 in total.” 

Although the situation was far from ideal, all
told it wasn’t quite as shabby as it might have
first appeared – this Porsche could be rescued.
Ninemeister now had a budget with which to
work and a green light from the owner to
reconstruct the car, this time in a new and
improved fashion. The hunt for the various parts
required to transform the SC began in earnest. 

“We couldn’t get a left-hand inner quarter
panel, so I did a number search and found a 3.2
Carrera Cabriolet version in California. It was
the last panel anyone in the world had, so we
shipped it over and altered it to fit the coupé
body,” Colin said. “We fitted early 1972-spec
inner wings with the twin battery boxes, later
kidney bowls which are stiffer and therefore give
better handling, and genuine RS rear quarter
panels, which were £1200 as apposed to 3.2
Carrera or SC ones which were about £750.
Those RS items are now £5000 each!” 

Ninemeister’s fabrication team began work on
a full sunroof deletion, grafted the new panels
onto the car and started preparing the shell for
paint, all of which transpired without much of a
hitch. Under Dave’s instruction they were not to
touch the car’s floor, nor was the shell to be 
e-coated. But upon seeing the 911 just prior to its
date with the paint booth, Dave conceded that
the underside should receive some work. As a
result the car was placed on to a spit and its
underside prepared, by hand, for painting.
Although it was neither dipped nor e-coated its
floor was what Colin describes as ‘solid as a
rock’ – a good enough endorsement. In total the
fabrication bill ran to around £15,000, although
admittedly it would’ve been less had the floor
been prepared in unison with the rest of the car. 

But what, I hear you cry, of that unusual hue
shot across this 911? Originally Glacier blue, the
car had been painted GT silver – a non-standard
shade – at some point during its life. Colin and
Dave sorted through a few colour options, and
Dave made clear his admiration for green. All of
the shades the duo could find though seemed
too bright for Dave’s tastes, including the
popular period hue of Chartreuse green.  

“We went through all the old Porsche colour
charts and found a 1972 and 1973 record. There
were codes for slightly different greens, but there
were also distinct shades. One colour was called

The original and characterful 
3.0-litre engine offers plenty of

power for a car of this weight
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ENGINE: 3.0-litre SC engine (dyno’d at 205hp),
SSI heat exchangers, stainless steel rear silencer,
fully detailed engine fan, powdercoated tinware,
replated fasteners and brackets
TRANSMISSION: 915 five-speed gearbox rebuilt
with new synchros, dog rings, selectors, SC
flywheel and clutch
BRAKES: Rebuilt SC callipers and discs, braided
hoses, OEM pads
CHASSIS: Original 6x and 7x16-inch Fuchs wheels,
dual anodised to RS specification, 205/55 (front)
and 225/50 Bridgstone SO2 tyres
SUSPENSION: Fully rebuilt, rebushed and detailed
SC sport suspension, Bilstein Competition 160/161
front dampers, Bilstein ClubSport 220/180 rear
dampers, Turbo steering arms
EXTERIOR: Full Ninemeister restoration with all-
steel body and the following new panels: 911 SC
rear inner quarter panels, ’73 front inner quarter
panels, outer sills, inner sills, kidney bowls, ’73
front panel, 2.7 RS quarter panels, 2.7 RS front
wings, sunroof delete (full roof section), ’73 steel
long bonnet, original steel doors, GRP RS ducktail,
front and rear bumpers, full respray in ‘9m Birch
green’ custom mix. Stock 911 electrical system
with twin battery conversion, ’73 chrome
headlights and front indicators, polished and
anodised 911 door frames, ’73 windscreen and
rear screen, anodised trim, chrome door handles,
chrome ’73 flag mirrors
INTERIOR: 911 lightweight black carpet set, ’73
perforated vinyl cream headlining, black vinyl dash,
’73 RS-style door panels, Cobra S tilting seats,
Momo Prototipo steering wheel

9m11RS
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Lime green, the other was the one everyone
knows as Chartreuse, but then there was a slightly
darker shade called Birch green,” Colin told us. 

Dave was a fan of Birch green, but none of the
suppliers Ninemeister approached (of which
there were many) could match ‘1973 Birch green’
–  in short a formulation for the shade simply did
not exist. Undeterred, Ninemeister took
Chartreuse and turned it into Birch green via a
custom paint mix determined by the use of a
photograph as its basis. Clever stuff. 

“We did two or three paint samples, but we
knew exactly which one Dave was going to pick,”
Colin said. “We started with Chartreuse and then
went darker, he picked the darkest option.” 

The tone is unusual to say the least, and
changes dramatically under different types of
artificial and natural light. In direct sunlight it
appears a very lurid green, yet under sunlight
defused by cloud it has a far more yellow tinge to
it. Under the incandescent light in Ninemeister’s
showroom, it appears to change once more. As I
write this I sincerely hope our retouching
department and our colleagues at the printing
press have managed to replicate the true colour
faithfully, for it wholly makes this car and for me
beautifully sets off its period aesthetic. 

With a chassis not requiring much in the way

of repair or upgrade, Ninemeister applied its now
tried-and-tested set of tricks to mildly improve
the driving experience. And improve it they did. 

“Once it became clear how much of the body
needed replacing it seemed remiss not to sort out
the mechanicals at the same time,” Dave
explained. “Hence the complete over-haul and
refinishing of all the brake and suspension
components, and the gearbox.” 

Colin continued the story: “We did the usual
thing; new spring plate bushes, slightly stiffer
torsion bars in the back, Bilsteins all-round,
braided hoses, new brake lines, pads, discs, Turbo
track rods and rebuilt callipers – nothing out of
the ordinary,” Colin explained. “We fitted an SSI
exhaust and detailed the engine, too. We dyno
tested the engine at 205hp when it arrived, so my
guess is that with the SSIs it would be about
215hp now.” 

Lastly the car was dressed to impress, with
those finishing touches which can make all the
difference; fresh door frames, now reanodised,
new window rubbers and seals… this car’s fit and
finish is right on the money. Inside the sunroof
delete called for a new headlining direct from
Germany, and added to that was a fresh carpet
set. Reclining Cobra seats made an appearance
over a set of fixed back buckets previously fitted

(to enable Dave’s kids to get in the back of the
car). Its interior trim comprises the original SC
rear seats (now retrimmed) and new doorcards,
while most of the rest was either removed or
replaced. It’s an overarching concept that works. 

“I have been pleased with the professionalism
of the company and the quality of the final job,”
Dave told us. “The car drives beautifully – I love
the wide power band on offer. You never need to
push it too hard to get results and the 300kg or
so of weight loss really makes a difference. The
engine note sounds fantastic through the new
exhaust, it starts first time every time and burns
next to no oil.”

I’m loathe to describe this car as a ‘backdate’,
for I do not see it in quite that way, nor would I
label it as a ‘hot rod 911’, for although it is not
finished in a factory style, this car is not trying to
present itself as an outlandish or unique
modified Porsche. At a standstill it quite rightly
commands the attention of anyone within its
vicinity. In part that’s down to those iconic RS
shapes and its unique paintwork, but this is not a
car that is attempting to escape its SC origins. Get
it out on the road and that’s a position that
presents itself further. This car does not drive like
a modified 911, rather it boasts carefully
considered upgrades to its suspension and engine

Ninemeister 9m11RS

“The car drives beautifully –
I love the wide power band on offer”
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that serve to provide the very best SC driving
experience possible. All the while it leaves you in
no doubt that you’re driving a 911 SC, not a
newer car, and not something disguising itself. Its
re-bushed suspension, in combination with
aftermarket Bilstein dampers, offer not the harsh
unforgiving ride of a customised car, but rather
the impression that this is what a ‘New Old
Stock’ SC should feel like to drive. 

“The suspension is a massive improvement
with the new shocks and the steering provides
plenty of feel for the road,” Dave enthused. “The
car looks stunning and gets appreciative
comments virtually every time I use it.”

Likewise Ninemeister’s refresh of the five-speed
gearbox, which I’m informed has simply received
new synchros (there’s a new clutch too), is one of
the most pleasurable 915 transmissions I’ve ever
stirred, for it is both light and resolute to operate.

I would also go so far as to say that this car
does not miss benefiting from any kind of power
upgrade over and above the SSI exhaust setup
Ninemeister has fitted. That original 3.0-litre SC
mill out back may have travelled a few miles in its
lifetime, but it still pulls perfectly well and affords
just enough performance to exploit its chassis
without upsetting its natural equilibrium. Colin
estimates that this car weighs just over 1000kg so
the 205hp to 215hp on tap seems about right.
Anyway, just ask yourself: would you want to
stretch a car like this in order to make rapid and
rabid progress, or might it better to enjoy a
balance between mild performance and striking

style? This car strikes that very mix beautifully. 
Like all of the creations to roll from

Ninemeister’s premises wearing a new purpose in
life, this one bears a new moniker: 9m11RS so
called for obvious reasons. But the name isn’t
important so far as we are concerned, rather this
honest little car with pleasant alterations presents
a simple yet effective package which is we think is
just the ticket for those wanting an older 911
which is both useable and satisfying to pilot. It is
a 911 that stands out, yet one that is also not
embarrassed by its origins choosing to celebrate
them rather than to conceal them.   

“It’s a car that’s not pretending to be
something it’s not, it’s not too sophisticated.
There are no upgrades that upset the balance of
the car.” Colin agreed. “I don’t think there will be
too many people going to this level to build such
a faithful car.”  

If you were to source a base car yourself, for
approximately £100,000 to £120,000
Ninemeister could build you an SC similar to
this car. Better still we hear that this one might
just be for sale soon (offers should start with six
figures): “With a growing family and a business
to run, the times I use the car are not as frequent
as they should be,” Dave admitted to us. “So,
although I do not have it advertised anywhere, 
if a suitable offer came along I may consider
selling it.”

Whoever relieves Dave of the keys to this car
can rest assured that the only surprises it now
hides are thoroughly pleasant ones… ●

It is a 911 that stands out, yet one that is 
also not embarrassed by its origins

There are nods to
the RS 911s here,

but this car is paying
homage rather 

than attempting 
to replicate  
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